Intelligent Lockers

Enhancing the logistics associated with package delivery
WHAT IT IS:
Exela’s Intelligent Lockers are a multi-purpose, electronic, delivery system that
provides visitors and employees with a convenient and secure space to trade, receive
and store goods and packages. The intuitive touchscreen interface prompts users
through the pick-up and drop-off processes Email and/or SMS alerts keep users
informed of any activity regarding the logistics behind the package delivery and
pick-up location. All transactions are recorded and can be recalled from your
management system for asset protection.

WHAT IT DOES:
The intelligent lockers automate delivery services for its clients, enhancing the logistics
associated with package delivery. Lockers offer employees, customers, students and
faculty increased flexibility to pick up their packages, while keeping them secure and
eliminating redelivery attempts.

BENEFITS
Complete end to end
security of packages and
elimination of risk of lost
packages

■■

Provides 24|7|365 accessibility for secure and convenient package receipt

■■

Eliminates the need for a receiving room or reception area clutter

■■

Includes high tech options such as RFID, QR Code access, etc.

■■

Provides end-to-end chain of custody and automation of the delivery process

■■

Facilitates customizable workflows to meet specific organizational needs

Increased security

Features state-of-the-art, proprietary digital locking
technology for secure package delivery

24x7 access

Offers locker banks that can run as standalone kiosks or network
modules in variable sizes for customizable configuration(s)

Reduce the need for staff
deliveries

■■

■■

HOW IT WORKS:
Intelligent Lockers work in four simple steps:

Increased flexibility for
recipient

Chain of custody tracking

1. A package recipient (employee, customer or student)
orders a package to be delivered to their location.

Eliminates redelivery
attempts

2. The package is received in the mailroom and delivered to the
Intelligent Locker. It is placed inside a locker that is assigned by
the Lockers management system, through a built-in touch screen.
Once the package is in the locker, a delivery alert is queued.

End-to-end chain of
custody so management
can review every package
pick-up and drop-off

3. The recipient receives the alert, via text or email, that their package has arrived
and is ready for pickup at the Intelligent Lockers. The message contains
a unique code which is entered on the Intelligent Locker touch-screen.
The system then opens the designated locker containing the package.

Eliminates the need for
signature logs, all package
deliveries are logged
electronically

4. The recipient now has access to their package.

Embracing complexity. Delivering simplicity.
Exela Technologies Inc. is one of the largest global providers of transaction processing solutions and enterprise information management. We integrate knowledge platforms and
technology-enabled services, with proven processes and industry expertise to provide an end-to-end delivery model, turning data into outcomes.
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